The Office of Natural Resources Revenue (ONRR) is seeking comments on updating the locations and crude oil types to under 30 CFR § 1206.113 to be used in non-arm’s-length sales of crude oil. This map outlines the existing and proposed crude oil market center locations currently referenced in the valuation regulations and as published on June 20, 2000. Adding these crude types and locations gives reporters more flexibility to report using the most applicable spot prices available based on quality and proximity to actual lease production. These spot prices must be published in an ONRR approved publication.

Abbreviated crude types are listed as follows: West Texas Intermediate (WTI), West Texas Sour (WTS), Light Louisiana Sweet (LLS), Eugene Island (EI), Bonito Sour (BS), Heavy Louisiana Sweet, Poseidon (PS), Alaska North Slope (ANS), Southern Green Canyon (SGC), and San Joaquin (SJ) along with their respective locations.
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This map is solely for general reference purposes. It should not be used as a legal document or a legal spatial representation of the data.
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